THE HISTORICAL ARCHIVE of Le Monde – considered one of the newspapers of record for France and one of the best-known and most influential publications in the world – is now available for academic and public libraries on the award-winning ProQuest platform.

Le Monde is renowned for its balance in coverage, deep analysis of historical events, focus on journalistic quality and high intellectual standards. Spanning 1944-2000, this archive is an essential resource for studies on the history and culture of France, as well as many of the most defining events of Europe's recent past.

This French-language newspaper was created at the request of General Charles de Gaulle as the German army was vacating Paris during World War II. At a time when other Parisian newspapers were accused of Nazi sympathies or other political alliances, Le Monde was established for its independence, and has been known for such ever since.

With cover-to-cover full-page images, article-level indexing and searchable text, users can retrieve all types of content from the Le Monde archive, including news articles, photos, advertisements, obituaries, cartoons and more – all cross-searchable with all other content on the ProQuest platform for a broader scope of insights across multiformat sources.

Support research and learning of key issues and events, including:

- 1995 Paris Metro bombing
- Algerian war and independence
- French philosophy and social movements
- Immigration
- Literature and film criticism
- Maastricht Treaty and the establishment of the European Union
- Vietnam War
- World War II

Curriculum Focus

- Arts
- Culture
- Economics
- French History
- Government
- Military & Diplomatic History
- Political Science
- Urban Planning
- World History

Why Le Monde?

- Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of Le Monde, which offers coverage of 1944–2000, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

- Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers.

- User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format.

- Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://about.proquest.com/en/content-solutions/news/

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.